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The SolarWinds Platform is the industry’s only unified monitoring, observability, and service management platform. It’s the foundation for a new generation of SolarWinds observability solutions and provides the architecture on how we solve observability challenges for our customers.



TOP PRODUCTS
	Explore the Platform
	SolarWinds Observability
	Hybrid Cloud Observability


View All Observability Products

Network management tools, from configuration and traffic intelligence to performance monitoring and topology mapping, to readily see, understand, and resolve issues. An integrated, multi-vendor approach that’s easy to use, extend, and scale to keep distributed networks optimized.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Hybrid Cloud Observability
	Network Configuration Manager
	Kiwi Syslog Server NG
	Network Performance Monitor
	NetFlow Traffic Analyzer
	Network Topology Manager


View All Network Management Products

Comprehensive server and application management that’s simple, interoperable, and customizable from systems, IPs, and VMs to containers and services. Optimize resource usage and reduce MTTR with powerful monitoring, discovery, dependency mapping, alerting, reporting, and capacity planning.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Hybrid Cloud Observability
	Virtualization Manager
	Web Performance Monitor
	Server & Application Monitor
	Storage Resource Monitor
	Server Configuration Monitor


View All Systems Management Products

Monitor, analyze, diagnose, and optimize database performance and data ops that drive your business-critical applications. Unify on-premises and cloud database visibility, control, and management with streamlined monitoring, mapping, data lineage, data integration, and tuning across multiple vendors.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Database Performance Analyzer
	SQL Sentry


View All Database Management Products

Modernize your service desk with intelligent and automated ticketing, asset, configuration, and service-level agreement (SLA) management; a knowledge base; and a self-service portal with secure remote assistance. SolarWinds offers an easy-to-use IT service management (ITSM) platform designed to meet your service management needs to maximize productivity while adhering to ITIL best practices.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Service Desk
	Web Help Desk
	Explore Dameware
	Dameware Remote Everywhere
	Dameware Remote Support


View All IT Service Management Products

Ensure user experience with unified performance monitoring, tracing, and metrics across applications, clouds, and SaaS. Robust solutions offering rich visualization, synthetic and real user monitoring (RUM), and extensive log management, alerting, and analytics to expedite troubleshooting and reporting.

TOP PRODUCTS
	SolarWinds Observability
	AppOptics
	Server & Application Monitor
	Pingdom
	Loggly
	Web Performance Monitor


View All Application Management Products

Reduce attack surface, manage access, and improve compliance with IT security solutions designed for accelerated time-to-value ranging from security event management, access rights management, identity monitoring, server configuration monitoring and patching, and secure gateway and file transfer.

TOP PRODUCTS
	Access Rights Manager
	Patch Manager
	Serv-U Secured FTP
	Security Event Manager
	Serv-U Managed File Transfer


View All IT Security Products
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Database Performance Monitor
Database performance monitoring and optimization for traditional, open-source, and cloud-native databases.

Key Features
	SaaS platform with a web-based user interface
	Lightweight agents via multiple configurations
	Monitors databases in the cloud, locally, or hybrid
	Real-time and historical data to pinpoint performance issues
	Multiple ways to help protect sensitive data; SOC2 compliant.


Starts at  

Get a Quote

Start Free TrialStart Free TrialFully functional for 14 days

REQUEST DEMO







Database Performance Monitoring shouldn’t be hard.
Do you find yourself asking…



 
	Is there a way to compare data before and after to see if performance was affected?
Is there a way to compare data before and after to see if performance was affected?
With SolarWinds® Database Performance Monitor (DPM), the Profiler feature can help you deploy code with confidence by comparing time ranges. Custom timeframes allow you to see if and how query response changed after a new release.

Read more about code deployment
Close



	Can I quickly find the query or queries with the most impact on CPU usage?
Can I quickly find the query or queries with the most impact on CPU usage?
SolarWinds Database Performance Monitor’s Explorer feature makes it easy to see your queries, their performance, and their impact on the database and infrastructure. View CPU utilization alongside query data, so you can quickly determine if queries are running more frequently, taking longer, or perhaps not using an index when they should.

Read more about monitoring system performance
Close



	Is it possible to proactively optimize my database?
Is it possible to proactively optimize my database?
SolarWinds Database Performance Monitor gives you a visual view of overall database health and provides recommendations to make your database run even better.

Read more about understanding database health
Close



	How can I create a custom view for a database focusing only on the metrics I care about?
How can I create a custom view for a database focusing only on the metrics I care about?
The Dashboards interface in SolarWinds Database Performance Monitor makes it easy to visualize the thousands of metrics collected about your queries, database, and infrastructure.  Dashboards are simple to create and share.

Read more about team efficiency
Close



	Traditional threshold monitoring can miss small interruptions to server or service availability. Is there a way to find them?
Traditional threshold monitoring can miss small interruptions to server or service availability. Is there a way to find them?
Adaptive fault detection in DPM helps find small interruptions to server or service availability. Finding faults while they’re small can avoid serious outages later.

Read more about troubleshooting outages
Close



	How can I find both typical performance and performance deviations for a specific query or queries?
How can I find both typical performance and performance deviations for a specific query or queries?
With DPM, you can filter by query text, host, and timeframe to get a detailed view of a specific query or queries. You can also filter by errors, missing indexes, slow response time, and more to find your worst performing queries.

Read more about troubleshooting outages
Close



	Can I be warned of problems before they impact database performance or availability?
Can I be warned of problems before they impact database performance or availability?
The combination of events and alerts in DPM ensure you’re aware of any detected or inferred abnormalities to the system, host, queries, and more.

Read more about troubleshooting outages
Close
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With SolarWinds® Database Performance Monitor (DPM), the Profiler feature can help you deploy code with confidence by comparing time ranges. Custom timeframes allow you to see if and how query response changed after a new release.
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Is it possible to proactively optimize my database?
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Can I be warned of problems before they impact database performance or availability?
The combination of events and alerts in DPM ensure you’re aware of any detected or inferred abnormalities to the system, host, queries, and more.

Read more about troubleshooting outages





Database Performance Monitor is an industry favorite. Hands down.


“We deploy new software 20 times a day sometimes. After Black Friday, after the code freeze, we deployed 86 times in the same day. Each one of these new deploys could bring new queries. Tracking those queries without VividCortex would take 24 hours. It could be too late. We could be down for 24 hours until we come up with a solution. Real-time monitoring is the only way to keep our wheels running.”
Sergio Roysen
MySQL DBA Team Lead
Shopify





“It is what we thought it would be and more. It has features I never knew I needed like the ability to compare queries over time. It is becoming more and more integral in preventing and finding issues. VividCortex’s team has also been incredibly helpful and responsive.”
Kevin Palmer
Senior Systems and Software Engineer
Paylease





“The bottom line here at PatientPing is supporting customers by optimizing
every interaction between our app and database ...We’ve been able to use VividCortex to... take proactive measures to keep our database healthy!”
Heidi Schmidt
Data Engineer
PatientPing





“With VividCortex, I can get buy-in from non-DBAs, and I don’t have to spend time building and running reports — the ROI on time saved is crucial. It also helps build the confidence between teams. Because VividCortex retains historical performance data, I don’t have to worry about manually recording any reports. I can print or email results or share them with somebody in a meeting. They instantly have the same confidence level.”
Jeremy Tinley
Sr. MySQL Ops Engineer
Etsy





“Now, with VividCortex, whenever we have an issue that's impacting the mail processing throughput, we can very quickly go and answer, ‘What was running at that time? What was the most expensive query? What was taking up all the load?’ Within an hour, we can typically figure out exactly which JIRA WAR to go to.”
Silvia Botros
Lead MySQL DBA
SendGrid
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Get started with database performance monitoring 

START FREE TRIALSTART FREE TRIALFully functional for 14 daysFully functional for 14 days

Get a QuoteGet a Quote




Let’s talk it over.
Contact our team. Anytime.





We’re Geekbuilt.® 
Developed by network and systems engineers who know what it takes to manage today’s dynamic IT environments, SolarWinds has a deep connection to the IT community. 
The result? IT management products that are effective, accessible, and easy to use.
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